SMALL MEETING ROOMS
< 8 PARTICIPANTS

DESIGN

MICROSOFT® TEAMS:
LOGITECH MEETUP
+ CRESTRON FLEX UC-C160-T

ZOOM ROOMS:
LOGITECH MEETUP
+ CRESTRON FLEX UC-C160-Z

PURCHASE
Please contact your Logitech or Crestron sales representative for more information on how to purchase.
INSTALL
Each product includes detailed wiring documents and expected technology placement for each kit.

MANAGE
Logitech Sync now integrates seamlessly into Crestron XiO Cloud™, aggregating Logitech and Crestron products into one common management platform. One set of tools enables support teams to manage all meeting room technology while also providing keys insights into workplace utilization.
*Coming Summer 2020

SUPPORT
Crestron True Blue technical assistance is available by phone or email.
call: 855-791-5322  email: satisfaction@crestron.com
MEDIUM MEETING ROOMS
< 16 PARTICIPANTS

DESIGN
MICROSOFT® TEAMS:
LOGITECH RALLY KIT
+ CRESTRON FLEX UC-C160-T

ZOOM ROOMS:
LOGITECH RALLY KIT
+ CRESTRON FLEX UC-C160-Z

PURCHASE
Please contact your Logitech or Crestron sales representative for more information on how to purchase.
INSTALL
Each product includes detailed wiring documents and expected technology placement for each kit.

MANAGE
**Logitech Sync** now integrates seamlessly into **Crestron XiO Cloud™**, aggregating Logitech and Crestron products into one common management platform. One set of tools enables support teams to manage all meeting room technology while also providing keys insights into workplace utilization.

*Coming Summer 2020*

SUPPORT
Crestron True Blue technical assistance is available by phone or email.

**call:** 855-791-5322  **email:** satisfaction@crestron.com
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LARGE MEETING ROOMS
< 24 PARTICIPANTS

DESIGN
MICROSOFT® TEAMS:
LOGITECH RALLY PLUS KIT
+ CRESTRON FLEX UC-C160-T

ZOOM ROOMS:
LOGITECH RALLY PLUS KIT
+ CRESTRON FLEX UC-C160-Z

PURCHASE
Please contact your Logitech or Crestron sales representative for more information on how to purchase.
INSTALL
Each product includes detailed wiring documents and expected technology placement for each kit.

MANAGE
Logitech Sync now integrates seamlessly into Crestron XiO Cloud™, aggregating Logitech and Crestron products into one common management platform. One set of tools enables support teams to manage all meeting room technology while also providing keys insights into workplace utilization.
*Coming Summer 2020

SUPPORT
Crestron True Blue technical assistance is available by phone or email.
call: 855-791-5322    email: satisfaction@crestron.com